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Abstract 
Chaimovich, M., Fast exact and approximate algorithms for k-partition and scheduling independent 
tasks, Discrete Mathematics 114 (1993) 877103. 
We consider the problem of partitioning a multiset of integers into k disjoint subsets whose sums are 
closest to a given set of target numbers. (This can also be viewed as a problem of scheduling 
independent tasks on uniform machines.) We present a new algorithm which works for problems 
with a large number of different summands (ri?) whose values are bounded by I=O(fi3”/k2 log t?i). 
While a generalization of the dynamic programming approach yields an O(lk ’ m’) algorithm, our 
algorithm is substantially faster - approaching linear (O(kl log!)) in some cases. A modification of 
the algorithm gives an approximate solution with a relative error 0(1/k*/) in O(kllogl) time. 
1. Introduction 
The following is a general mathematical formulation of a k-partition problem. 
Let A be a multiset of positive integers, 
A={a 1, . . ..&I 19 U,EN, a{<!. 
For B c A define SB = xa,EB a,. Given k positive numbers Nr d N, < ..’ 6 Nk such that 
x;= 1 Nj= S, (hereafter called target numbers), find a partition of A into k subsets 
(B r, . . . , Bk), lJl= 1 Bj= A, whose sums are closest to the target numbers in the sense 
that they minimize an appropriate objective function Z. Thus, an instance of a 
k-partition problem is (A, N1, . . . . Nk). 
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The method considered in this paper works for a wide spectrum of objective 
functions. We choose as an objective function z =maxj SBj/Nj. (If Nj=(l/k)S, for allj, 
then the chosen function can be taken in the simpler form z = maxj SBj.) We let z* be 
a value of the objective function for the optimal partition (B:, . . . , Bz), i.e., 
Z* = maxj Ss:/Nj = min Z. 
This problem can also be viewed as a problem of scheduling independent tasks 
on uniform machines so as to minimize a finish (make-span) time. In actuality, 
a scheduling problem consists of a set of m tasks with processing times (Ui}y= 1 to be 
scheduled on k machines having speeds v r, . .., uk, such that, if task i is executed on 
machine j, it takes Ui/vj time units to be completed. If we have identical machines 
(vi = ... = z)k), we only put Nj = S,/k for 1 <jr k, and obtain an equivalent k-partition 
problem. In the case where machines are not identical (they have different speeds), we 
put Nj=(vj/~~= 1 vi)SA in order to obtain an equivalent instance of a k-partition 
problem. 
All these problems are known to be NP-hard (see [9]) even when k = 2 (the subset 
sum problem). Therefore, it is desirable to derive polynomial or even linear algorithms 
under some reasonable restrictions. A dense case of the subset sum problem (SSP) has 
been recently studied (see [2-4,7,8, 111) using methods of analytical number theory 
to analyze a structure of a set of subset sums (see also [l, 5,6, lo]). These methods 
give linear-time algorithms for finding the value of z* (see [2, 7, 111) and an O(I log 1) 
time algorithm for finding a partition which gives this value (see [4, 111). (In this 
article we use the notation f(x)= O(g(x)) if there exists a constant c for which 
If(x)1 <cg(x), and the notationf(x)=o(g(x)) if lim,,,f(x)/g(x)=O.) 
In this work we apply the above-mentioned approach to a dense k-partition 
problem, with the following constraints: the number of different summands (6) is not 
less than c,(k(k- 1)1 log 1)‘j3 (the density condition), and the target numbers are not 
too small (the exact condition will be given later). Note that throughout this paper the 
numbers cl, c2, . . . always denote positive absolute constants, whose exact values can 
be computed explicitly. 
We obtain an algorithm which solves dense k-partition problems in O(kl log 1+ 
k3 (I/KI)~ log I) time. Therefore, according to the density relation between the number 
% of different summands and their bound I(1 log l=O(ti3’2/k2)), we have o((r?i/k2)k’2) 
time for k > 2 when the known generalization of the dynamic programming algorithm 
for k>2 (see [13, p. 1201) gives O(m(lm)k-l). If the problem is super-dense 
(l=O((mk/k2)1’~k-1))) or if k= 3, the time bound of our algorithm is almost linear: 
O(kl log 1). 
We also present a modification of the main algorithm which gives an approximate 
solution of the problem with the relative error o(l/k21) in O(kl log 1) time. 
The article is organized as follows: In Section 2 the main idea and theorems 
are formulated on which the method is developed. These theorems are proved in 
Sections 3 and 4, after which the algorithm is described in Section 5. In Section 6 an 
approximate solution is given, and its relative error estimated. Finally, in Section 
7 a use of this approach in scheduling problems is discussed. 
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2. Principal theorems 
Notation and definitions 
Denote the number of distinct elements of multiset A by 6iA, and the upper bound 
of elements of A by IA. Usually, the subscript is omitted if it is clear from the context 
which multiset is in mind. 
Define multisets A(s, q)={ala-s(mod q), aEA}, and A(q)=A\A(O, q). The 
notation qA={qaIaEA, qEN}, and A(0, qO)/q = {a/q 1 aeA(O, q), qE N}, is also 
employed. 
We consider a dense version of a k-partition problem (k-pp). We require that an 
instance (A, N,, . . . , Nk) of k-pp satisfies the following three conditions: 
m>c,(k(k- 1)1 log 1)2’3, (1) 
and 
fi>c,(k- l), (2) 
min Nj>c,(k- 1)2 $ log’ 1. 
j 
(3) 
Condition (1) and the trivial inequality I> ti restrict a value of k such that the class of 
k-pp considered in this paper is not empty. Namely, k<l’i4/~f’2 log’12 1. 
If z* = 1, we say that k-pp is exactly solvable. This is equivalent to the existence of 
a partition (E, , . . . , &) for which SB, = Nj for allj, 1 <j 6 k. (Obviously, this situation is 
possible only if the target numbers are integers.) 
The main features of the process, which ensure an effective solution for a certain 
class of k-pp, can now be developed. Suppose that k-pp (A, N 1, . . . , NJ has an exact 
solution. Consider the sequence of the following (k- 1) SSP: 
(4 N,> SA-NIL(A\B~, Nz, SA,BL-N~L . . . . 
where Bi is some solution of the ith SSP. Assuming that the first SSP is solved 
already and SBl = N1, it is not necessarily true that the remaining SSP are still 
exactly solvable. This is because elements which are necessary to solve exactly 
the second SSP could already have been used in a solution of the first one. In 
other words, the solution B,, which we choose from the set of all possible 
exact solutions of SSP, can be ‘bad’; thus, the rest of SSP will not be exactly 
solvable. 
To overcome this difficulty, we take a certain subset Cc A for which SSP 
(C, N, , SC-N,) has an exact solution, it being known that selection of any one of such 
solutions ensures the existence of exact solutions for all subsequent problems. In that 
way, k-pp can be replaced by solving a sequence of SSP. 
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Some conditions are required to be imposed on multiset A in order to ensure 
successful application of this method. An exact solution of SSP in a wide interval of 
target numbers N (see [7]) is ensured by the condition 
which is satisfied for all q, 2 <q d 31/2@ i.e., we have ‘many’ nonzero residues for each 
modulo q. To solve k-pp, it is natural to strengthen condition (4), requiring as many 
nonzero residues for each modulo q as we need for the exact solvability of all 
(k- 1) SSP. A multiset C, mentioned above, and from which subset B1 is chosen, 
includes an amount of nonzero residues needed for solving one problem only, leaving 
the rest for solving subsequent problems. 
The process of selecting a multiset C is actually more complex, as explained in detail 
in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (A, N1, . , NJ be an instance of k-pp satisfying 
fi/, > c,(k(k - l)lA log 1,J2’3, 
mA>c5(k-l), 
and 
(5) 
(6) 
min Nj>c,(k-l)‘$log’ IA. 
j 
Assume that NjE N for 1 <j< k and that, for all q, 2 <q Q 31A/2tiA, 
IA(q)l~(k-1)“~1og, 21/i. 
The k-pp has an exact solution (B,, . . . , Bk), which can be obtained by consecutive solving 
of (k- 1) SSP in O(klA log lA) time. 
We call k-pp satisfying all the conditions of Theorem 2.1 ‘easy’. 
In order to characterize the class of k-pp which is exactly solvable, let us study the 
case where condition (8) fails for some integer q. In this case most of the elements of 
A are divisible by this q. Moreover, it can be shown that there exists an integer q0 such 
that multiset A’= A(0, qO)/q,, satisfies conditions similar to conditions (5) (6) and (8) of 
Theorem 2.1, i.e., k-pp (A’, N;, . . . , N;) is ‘easy’ for a wide range of target numbers. This 
fact provides that k-pp (A(0, qO), N,, . . . . Nk) (with Nj satisfying (7)) is exactly solvable 
if and only if the target numbers are divisible by q,,. 
Thus, we have defined the class of exactly solvable k-pp for the case A = A(0, qO), i.e., 
if all elements of A are divisible by qO. (In Theorem 2.1 we have q,, = 1.) However, 
characterization of the class of exactly solvable k-pp in the general case (A # A(0, q,-J) 
is not so obvious. This characterization is given in Theorem 2.2. 
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To formulate Theorem 2.2, it is necessary to introduce the set Qqo of k-tuples 
(s 1, . . . , sk) of residues modulo qO (0 <sj< q,,). We say that k-tuple (sr , . . . , s,J can be 
represented by A(q,) if there exists a partition (G,, . . ., Gk) of A(qo) such that sj=Sc, 
(mod qO), 0 < sj < qO. Then denote Q,, as a set of all k-tuples which can be represented 
by A(qo). 
Theorem 2.2. Let (A, N 1, , NJ be an instance ofk-pp satisfying (l), (2) and (3) and let 
q. be an integer such that multiset A’= A(0, qo)/qo satisfies conditions (5), (6) and (8) 
with CA9 and IA’ instead of fiA and IA, respectively. Dejne nj= Nj (mod qo), 
0 d nj < qo, 1 d j d k. Then k-pp is exactly solvable if and only if (n, , . . . , nk)EQqo. 
Thus, to decide if k-pp is exactly solvable, it suffices to find qo, and also to verify if the 
residues of target numbers modulo for this q. can be represented by partitions of A(qO). 
Finally, it is necessary to describe how to find the solution of k-pp (A, N1, . . . . NJ 
which is not exactly solvable. For each partition (B, , . . . , Bk) of A, we have SB, = Nj + dj 
and z = maxj S,,/Nj = maxj( 1 + dj/Nj). Recall that the solution of k-pp is a partition 
(B:, . . . . Bz) which gives a minimum of the objective function z, i.e., 
z* =min z=maxj S,T/Nj. The intention is to find a certain set of deviations (dj*) 
which will minimize the function z mentioned above. 
Consider some properties of sets of deviations {dj} which will be used in (9). 
First, since I;, 1 SB, = SA = C;= 1 Nj, we have c;= 1 d,=O. Second, since k-pp 
(A, N 1 + dI , . . , Nk + dk) is exactly solvable (Nj + dj = SBj), k-tuple (sr , . . . , sk), where 
sj E Nj + dj (mod qo), 0 d Sj < 40, belongs to Q,,. It will be shown in Section 5 that an 
optimal set of deviations {dT} is the set which gives a minimum of the following 
function: 
ie z*=z’. . ., 
In the light of the above consideration, it is possible to make a general plan of the 
algorithm: 
(1) Find a number qo; 
(2) Find a set Q,,; 
(3) Find deviations df, 16 j< k, in order to obtain an exactly solvable problem; 
(4) Solve k-pp (A, NI+dT ,..., N,+dz). 
Now we are ready to advance to proofs of the theorems and, after that, to a detailed 
description of the algorithm. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we use the following theorem which is an immediate 
consequence of the result of Chaimovich et al. [4]. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let A be a multiset for which 
ti>c,(l log 1)‘13 and %>c,. 
Suppose that, for all q, 2 d q < 31/2m, 
lA(q)l3q 
(10) 
(11) 
and that N is an integer satisfying 
L<N<S/,--L, (12) 
where L = cgMA(12/~*) log* 1 and MA = (l/m) CaeA a. Then (i) there exists BE A with 
Ss= N and (ii) this B can be found in O(1 log I) time. 
The proof of this theorem is omitted here. Analogous theorems were proved by 
Lipkin [lo], Alon and Freiman [l], Freiman [7, 81, Chaimovich [3] and Margalit 
[ 1 l] for different conditions similar to conditions (lo)-( 12). Note that condition (11) 
in its present form (originally introduced and proved in [2]) is crucial in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.1 is proved by induction on k. For k=2, the theorem is clear. (Condi- 
tions (5)-(8) allow the application of Theorem 3.1 to our multiset whenever we choose 
c~>c,, c5 >ca and c6 >cg). Assume that, for k’= k- 1, Theorem 2.1 is true, and 
subsequently prove it for k. 
Let us use the notation N’ = N 1 = minj Nj. We need to obtain B’ G A such that 
SBs=N’ (13) 
and that A’= A\B’ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1 for k’=k- 1. The last 
assertion implies that 
fi,,>czJ(k-l)(k-2)1log 1)2’3, (5’) 
m,,>c,(k-2), (6’) 
min Nj>C,(k-2)* $lOg* 1, 
j 
and 
IA’(q)l>(k-2)* $Iog* 21 for all q, 2<q<&. (8’) 
A’ 
To ensure that conditions (S-(7’) are true, we need 
k-2 _ 
6iA.>k_1 m. (14) 
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In fact, if (14) is true then, for k33, we have, using (5), 
fi:.,(k-2)3,n3>c3(k-2)kz((k-1)(k-2)llog1)2 
(k - 1)3 4 (k-1)3 
>c;((k- l)(k-2)llog 1)2, 
which provides (5’). In the same manner, we have (6’) and (7’), using (14) with (6) and 
(7) respectively. Thus, now we have to find B’ such that (13) (8’) and (14) are satisfied. 
Inequalities (14) and (8’) mean that ‘not too many’ different elements and ‘not too 
many’ nonzero residues can be used in B’. To ensure these facts, we will take multiset 
CE A such that conditions similar to (8’) and (14) will be true for A\C, and from this 
C we will choose B’ with SBs = N’. To ensure the possibility of such a selection, C has 
to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1, in addition to (8’) and (14) that were imposed 
on A\C before. 
The process of constructing such C (or such A\C) is quite complex. It requires the 
introduction of intermediate multisets C’, C”, and set D’. 
Lemma 3.2. Multiset C’E A which satisfies inequalities 
,C’(q),>(k- 1)2; log, 21 (15) 
for all q, 2,<qd(k- 1)91/4Gi, and 
ICY’, d(k- 1)2 ;log: 21 (16) 
can be obtained in O(fi log 1) time. 
Proof. The proof is constructive. We construct multiset C’ in two steps. 
First, take to C’ (k- 1)2 (121/m) log, 21 largest different summands of A and check 
their divisibility by prime powers q, 2 <q<(k- 1) 91/4@ in order to find such q’s for 
which IC’(q)l <(k- 1)2 (61/E) log,21. There are no more than 2 log, 1 such q’s (see 
Lemma 3.1 [ll]). 
Second, check the divisibility of elements A\C’ by prime powers which were found 
in the previous step and add elements which are not divisible by them to C’. We 
continue this process until (k - 1)2 (61,&E) log, 21 nondivisible summands for each q are 
found. (In such a way we confirm (15) for C’.) The existence of the required number of 
summands follows from (8) for 2 d q < 31/2fi, and is clear for 31/2fi < q <(k - 1) 91/4fi. 
(We have less than 4 fi distinct integers divisible by such q’s on the interval [l, I].) 
After completion of the process described above, it follows that 
which proves (16). 
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To construct the multiset C’, we check the divisibility of elements of A by prime 
powers (see Lemma 3.2). No more than k (9//4fi). k* (121/m) log, 21 operations in the 
first step of its construction are required, nor are more than ti. 2 log, 1 operations 
required in the second step. Taking into account the density relation (5), we obtain 
a total number of operations O(ti log I). 0 
Corollary. SC, < ti2/k2. (17) 
Proof. Using (5) and (16), we obtain 
Sc~~~mc~<(k-l)Z~log;21=,ii’-(k-l)2$$log;21 
m 
<m2.(k-1)2 
1212 
c:(k(k- 1)l log I)’ 
log: 2l<$ 
for cq > (( 1 + l/log, c~)~ 12 log2 2)‘j3 (l> Kt 3 cg was used). 0 
In the same manner as C’ was constructed, we obtain C“cC’ such that 
IC”(q)(>(k-1) 31/r% for 2<q<(k-1) 31/m and IC”l<(k-1) (61/fi)log,21, which 
means that 
,(C’\C”)(q),>(k-l)‘;log,21-(k-l);log,21 
=(k-l)(k-2);log2 21. 
The following is the next step in constructing C: Let D = {ul, u2, . . , a,} be the set of 
all distinct elements of A. Assuming that ai <a2 < ... <a,, define D’= {al, . . . . a,}, 
where w=L((k-2)/(k- 1))ti J. 
Finally, C = (A\(D’uC’))u(C”). 
The following are some facts connected with C. 
Lemma 3.3 SC > S,/(k - 1). 
Proof. Since A\CcC’uD’, it suffices to show that S,.,,,<((k-2)/(k- l))S,. Taking 
into account (17) and the definitions of D and D’, one can replace this inequality by 
a stronger one: 
(19) 
Define MD, = S,,/j D’I. Since D’ consists of the smallest elements of D, and all elements 
of D are distinct, we have u,+i3MDr+flD’I+i for i>O (for u,+i~D\D’) and 
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M DD,~M,,+~/D’I+41D\D’1=Mo,+3m. Therefore, (19) can be replaced by a 
stronger inequality: 
k-2 
MD~---Fl<-- 
k-2 _ m m2 
k-l 
D, k-l m+(MD,+)m)---- 
k-l 
-k2. 
After calculation, we have (k - 2)m2/2(k - 1)2 - 1% 2/k2 > 0, which is true for k 3 3. This 
proves (19) and Lemma 3.3. 0 
Lemma 3.4. The multiset C and the target number N’ satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. We have to show (lo)-(12). According to the construction, 
k-2 
mc3m-iii+iic+=il-k_l -i?-(k-1)2;log;21. 
Additionally, one can conclude, using (5) and the obvious inequality 136, that 
KI 3 c:(k - 1)4 log2 1. Taking this fact into account, we have tic 2 5. ti/(k - 1). Thus, the 
conditions fit > c,(l log 1 )2’3 and tic3 cB are true in view of (5) and (6) whenever 
cd> 1.5~~ and cg > 1.5~~. 
In addition, 
Nf>c,(k-l)2;log21>;c6;log21>c9Mc$log21=L 
C 
whenever cg > $ cg , and 
N’+<& 
_ 
<&-IV&~ 
3 k(k-1) 
whenever cq >(27/8) cg (Lemma 3.3 and (5) were used here); therefore, (12) holds. 
Finally, since C”cC, (11) is proved according to the construction of C”, and 
all conditions of Theorem 3.1 are, therefore, true for the multiset C and target 
number N’. 0 
Lemma 3.4 ensures the existence of an exact solution B’ of SSP (C, N’, Sc- N’). This 
solution can be obtained by using one of the algorithms for solving SSP. (See the 
appendix for a brief description, and [4, 1 l] for a more detailed description.) Further- 
more, A’= A\B’IA\CI> C’\C”. Recalling that C’ and D’ contain (k- 1)2 (121/m) 
log, 21 largest and L((k-2)/(k-1)) -1 m smallest distinct elements of A, respectively, 
k-2 
+(k-1)2~log221-(k-l)~log221>~m 
m m k-l 
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IA’(q)l~l(C’\C”)(q)l~(k-2)2 glog2 1 
(using (18) and (14)) proves (8’). 
Analyzing the time required for solving all the k - 1 problems concludes the proof. 
Lemma 3.5. An ‘easy’ k-pp can be solved in O(kl log 1) time. 
Proof. Assume that A is sorted and its equal elements are grouped. Note that sorting 
and grouping can be done in O(min (m log I?Z, I}) time. To construct C’ (required only 
once), O(fi log 1) operations are needed. Next, at j’s stage of solving SSP, 1 d j < k, we 
need O((l/ti) log3 /+I!?) operations to construct C” and D’, and O(1 log 1) operations 
to find Bj using the algorithm from [l 11. (A brief description of this algorithm is given 
in the appendix.) Overall, there are k- 1 such stages. Finally, the time bound is 
O(kllogI+k(l/rii)log3I+rTilogI+min{mlogm,I))=O(kllogI). 0 
This fact completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Recall that constants c4, c5, c6 of the theorem are connected with the constants of 
Theorem 3.1 (c4 >max { 1.5c,, 3.375+,4}, cs > 1.5cs, c6 >2.2&). 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.2 
To begin with, the existence of integer q. mentioned in Theorem 2.2 is proved. 
Lemma 4.1. Let A be a multiset satisfying (1) and (2). Then there exists an integer 
q. such that multiset A’= A(0, qo)/qo satisjies conditions (S), (6) and (8) of Theorem 2.1 
with CiiAS and lA’ instead of tiA and IA, respectively. 
Proof. If A satisfies (8), one can put q. = 1, A’ = A, which ensures all the conditions for 
cl >c4, c2 >c5. Suppose now that (8) is not true. Then there exists a sequence of 
integers 1qi), 2 < q1 < ... < qP, such that qi- 1 ( qi for i > 2 and 
Actually, for i = 1 we have / A (ql) ( <(k - 1)2 (61/E) log, 21 <(k - 1)2(121/ti) log, 21, 
where q1 is the smallest integer which violates (8). Let p= i- 1 when there is no 
number qi which is a multiple of qi- 1 and which satisfies (20). Let us show that such 
a p exists. 
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One can see that A(qi- i)c A(qi), and from (20) and (1) it follows that 
- 
mA (0, 4,j > tii -(k - 1)2 (241/m) log, 21> 5 ?ii. Therefore, we obtain 
31 
qi<- 
2% 
G-1) 
(otherwise, on the interval [I, 11 there are more than 4% different numbers which are 
divisible by qi > 31/2% - a contradiction). Since qi_ 1 1 qi, we have qi 3 2qi_ 1 > 2’ and 
idlog, 31/2ti. Recall that p denotes the maximal index for which (20) holds. Thus, 
p <log, 3112%. 
Let us put qo=qP and A’=A(O, qo)/qo. Clearly, fi,,~E-(k-l)~ (241/fi)log, 21>5% 
and 1A’ d l/q, Gil, which ensures (5) and (6) in view of (1) and (2) whenever c1 > cq and 
c2 > 1.5c5, respectively. 
It remains to show the validity of (8) for A’. Assume that (8) is not true for A’. This 
means that there exists a number q’32 such that 
,K(y’)l<(k-l)“$log,21,,. 
Using the fact that %A! >*??i and qo=qP32p, it follows that 
1 A’(q’)l <(k- 1)2 &; log, 21. 
From this inequality we obtain 
+(k- 1)2 &$og, 21=(k-1)‘“‘.2 
m 
i.e., there exists an integer qP+ 1 = q’qo > q. for which (20) holds. This fact contradicts 
the maximality of q. = qP. Therefore, eq. (8) holds for A’. 0 
There are three immediate consequences of Lemma 4.1: 
q. <& (follows from (21)), 
1 A(qo) I <(k - 1)2 g log, 21 (follows from (20)) 
and the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Finding q. requires ti log 1 time. 
(22) 
(23) 
Proof. To find qo, we have to check (20) for all numbers q, 2 <q < 31/2ti. If (20) fails for 
some number q, it also fails for all numbers which q divides. Therefore, we need to 
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check only certain numbers q: while q1 is not found yet, we check prime powers q; after 
qi is found, we check numbers q such that q/qi is a prime power. Overall, we check at 
most O(I/(C log 1)) different q’s. 
Each WA cannot be divided by more than log, a prime numbers. Taking this fact 
into account, we obtain at most O(C log 1) cases where a’s are divisible by q’s. On the 
other hand, it suffices to find O((l/@) log 1) summands not divisible by q in order to 
determine that (20) fails for this q and to continue to the next one. Therefore, 
O(ti log 1+ 12/Ci2) operations are needed to complete the process and to find qO. 
Noting the density relation (l), we obtain O(Z log I) time. 0 
Note. By using a more complicated procedure, we can avoid the logarithmic factor in 
the expression for the time bound (see [3], for example). However, the technique used 
in the proof gives a smaller value of qO. The gain from small q0 is considerable for 
decreasing the time bound of the algorithm, while the logarithmic factor in the time 
bound of finding q. is not essential (see Section 5). 
Now the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be completed. 
For q. = 1, Theorem 2.2 is obvious in view of Theorem 2.1. 
Let q0 22. Assume that nj= Nj(mod qO), 0 < nj< qo for all j’s and that 
(n 1,...,~kQ~o. Then there exists a partition (G,, . . , Gk) of A(q,J such that SGj = nj 
(mod qO) and 
SGj<(k_ 1)2 Clog, 21 
m 
(this inequality follows from (23)). Taking A’ = A(0, q,,)/q,,, Nj = (Nj- SGj)/qO, we 
obtain k-pp (A’, N; , . . . , N;). Let us show that it is ‘easy’. 
Nj’s are actually integers, and the validity of conditions (5), (6) and (8) follows from 
Lemma 4.1. In addition using (3), (24) and the definition of Nj, we have 
N;> 
cj(k- l)* (13/fi2)log2 I-(k- l)* (2412/rTi)log2 1 
40 
Recalling the inequalities q0 3 2 and l/q, > lA, 2 fiA, >$ fi 2 c5, for cJ > Ace + 
O(l/log cg), we obtain 
NJ>c6(k- 1)2 2 log2 lA,, 
which proves (7). 
The k-pp (A’, N;, . . . . N;) is, therefore, ‘easy’ - that is, it has an exact solution. Let 
(G;, . ..> G;) be a partition of A’ giving such a solution. Then (G, uq, G; , . . , G,uq, CL) 
is a partition of A which gives an exact solution of the original k-pp. 
It remains to prove the second part of Theorem 2.2: k-pp is not exactly solvable if 
(nI, . . . , nk) $ QqO. Assume that the opposite is true; there exists a partition (B,, . . . , Bk) 
of A for which SBj = Nj (even if (n, , . . . , nk) 6 Q,,). Then (B, (qO), . . . , Bk(qO)) is a partition 
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of A(qo) for which S B,CqOI -nj(modqO) for all j’s This means that (nr, . . . . nk)~Q,,, 
which contradicts to our assumption. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
5. The algorithm 
Let us analyze the steps of the algorithm one by one. In the estimation, Pi denotes 
the time bound of step i and P denotes the total time bound of the algorithm. 
Step 1: Finding qO 
We have to find an integer qO such that the multiset A’=A(O, qO)/qO satisfies 
conditions similar to conditions (5), (6) and (8) of Theorem 2.1. The proof of 
Lemma 4.1 shows how this is performed. Moreover, Lemma 4.2 estimates the time 
bound of this step as 
PI = O(rn log I). (25) 
Step 2: Finding Qqu 
All k-tuples of residues modulo q,, which can be represented by partitions 
(G,, ., G,) of A(qo) must be enumerated. One can do this by using a dynamic 
programming approach (see [13]). At the same time, as we enumerate k-tuples, we will 
keep partitions (G, , . . . , G,) which represent them. 
In each stage of the dynamic programming algorithm we, thus, need to keep 2(k - 1) 
tuples, such that thejth coordinate of each tuple represents the residue modulo qO of 
the jth set (SGJ(mod qo)), and the (j+(k- 1))th coordinate is an encoded bit string 
whose ‘ones’ indicate elements allocated to set Gj. 
Since we have no more than 46-l distinct k-tuples in Qyo and no more than 
I A( b(k - 1)2 (241/m) log, 21 stages of a dynamic programming algorithm (follow- 
ing from (23)), 
operations are required to generate Qqo together with partitions of A(qO) which 
represent its elements. 
Step 3: Finding deviations d,?, 1 < j<k 
Let us introduce a function 
z(s1, . ..> j*)=min~rn~~(l+~)l~~d;=O,d~+Nj=sj(modilo)r 14isk)y 
where the minimum is taken over all possible sets of di 
Lemma 5.1. Let (A, N1, . , Nk) be a k-pp and q. an integer, as defined in Theorem 2.2. 
Then z*=min{z(s, ,..., sk)I(sl ,..., sk)EQqO}. 
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Proof. Clearly, for a solution (B:, . . . , Bz) of our k-pp, we have (ST, . . . , s$) E Qqo, where 
Sj*fS B;(qOJ (mod q,,). For this k-tuple z(sf , . . . , sz) < z*. 
Take now any k-tuple (s;, . . . , sb) E QqO, and let d;, . . , d; be a set of deviations which 
gives z(s; , . , s’J. In fact, the problem (A, N1 +d;, . . . . N,+d;) is exactly solvable 
according to Theorem 2.2. Let (B;, . . . . B’) be its solution. This partition obviously 
implies 2 = z(s; , . . . , sb) for a value of an objective function z of the original k-pp: 
z* <Z($) . . . , s;). Since a k-tuple (s;, . . . , ; s ) was chosen arbitrarily, this fact completes 
the proof of Lemma 5.1. 0 
We will compute the function z(si , . . . , sJ for each k-tuple of QqO, and will take one 
of them, thus giving the minimum. To compute z(si, . . . , sk), the following procedure is 
applied. 
Take deviations dJ, 1 < j< k, such that dj + Nj = sj(mod qO) and 06 dJ < qO. Let 
d =x5= 1 dJ. Clearly, d = pqo for some nonnegative integer p < k. Since each feasible set 
of deviations implies d =O, we perform the following two steps: 
(i) while d > 0, find index j such that the ratio dj/N, is maximal and set dj = dJ - qo; 
(ii) while there are indexes j, and j, such that (dj, +qo)/Nj, =minj (dj +qo)/Nj< 
maxi dJ/Nj = dj,lNj,, set dj, = dj, + qo, di2 = dj2 - qo, preserving d = 0, after which we 
obtain the set of deviations which gives a minimum of maxj(l +d;/N,), i.e., gives 
z(s 1, . . ., Sk). 
We need O(k’) operations to compute z(si, . . .,sk) for each tuple and 
P, = O(k2 q;- ‘) (27) 
operations to choose the optimal one with the corresponding set of deviations. 
Step 4: Solving k-pp (A, N1 +dr, . . . . Nk+dc) 
In the previous step the deviations d; and the corresponding k-tuple (s:, . . . . sz) of 
residues modulo q. were obtained. Let (G,, . . ., G,) be a partition of A(qo) which 
represents (ST, . . . , Sk*). 
In fact, we will solve the problem (A’, N;, . . , N;) where A’ = A(0, qo)/qo and 
NJ = (Nj + dj* - S,J/qO. The proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that this k-pp is ‘easy’. It can, 
therefore, be solved in 
P,=O(kl log 1) (28) 
time (Theorem 2.1). Let (G;, . . . . CL) be a solution of this k-pp. Then (GIuqoG;, . .., 
GkuqOGi) is a solution of the original one (SG,,,qoC;=SGJ + qON;= Nj+d,+). 
Total time bound 
The complexity of the algorithm is computed, after recalling (25)-(28), as 
k’;q;-‘logI+kllogI , (29) 
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(The fact that (25) is always dominated by (28), and (27) is dominated by (26), was 
exploited.) Indeed, for q. = O(//fi) and I= O(m 3’2/k2 log ti) (see (l)), the first term in 
(29) dominates the second one and we conclude that 
P=O(k3 (;)“log I)=O( 
k2k-:lI;k-l /)=‘( (5)““) 
However, in the case where 
l:(k- 1) 
(30) 
the dominant term in (29) is the second term (kl log 1> k3(l/fii)qtm1 log 1) and we 
obtain an almost linear-time algorithm with P=O(kl log I). Observe that (30) is 
always satisfied for a dense 3-partition (k= 3) and for the density condition 
fi> k2ik11 - 1!k. In addition, (30) is almost always true for a randomly generated k-pp, 
even if k is large. 
6. Approximate solution 
Denote a value of the objective function for an approximate solution by i. The 
quality of the approximate algorithm is estimated by the relative error from 
optimality: r=(i-z*)/z*. Using the well-known LPT algorithm (see [12], for 
example), we can easily obtain a partition with Ss, < N,+ 1(1- l/k) for all j, i.e., 
r=O(fii2/k212 log’ I)=o(ti/k2/) in the general case(Nj3c3(k- 1)2 (13/fi2) log’ 1) and 
r = O(kl/S,) in the case of equal target numbers (Nj = S,/k). 
The goal is to obtain an approximate solution of k-pp with a better value of 
r ~ r=o(l/k’I) - in almost linear time. To do this, it is necessary to modify Steps 2 
and 3 of the algorithm. 
Put 6, = A (qo), C?j = 8 for 2 d j d k. Accordingly, there exists (s*i , . . . , s*k) EQqo for 
which ijeSe,(mod qO). (In fact, any choice of k-tuple of Qqo and the corresponding 
partition of A(q,J will do.) Now find z(s*i , . . . , .ik) and the corresponding deviations Jj. 
By Theorem 2.2, the k-pp (A, N1 +d^,, .., Nk +&) is exactly solvable. Therefore, we 
always have 
A 
1 <z*dz<max 
j 
and, using (3) and (22) we obtain r=O((@i)/k2(/3/E2) log2 /))=O(M/(kl log 1)‘)= 
0(1/k’!). If Nj=(l/k) S, for all j, it follows that r= O((l/+i)/(S,/k))= O(kl/S,fi). In both 
cases a relative error fi times smaller than that for the LPT algorithm is achieved. 
Clearly, the time bounds of Steps 2 and 3 are P2 =O((l/ti) log I) and PJ=O(k2), 
and the total time bound of the algorithm is P= O(kl log 1). 
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Note that in a randomly generated k-pp almost always q. = 1 in the first step of the 
algorithm. Thus, there is almost always an optimal exact solution achieved in almost 
linear time. 
7. Scheduling problems 
The problem of scheduling independent tasks on identical machines with equal 
speed can always be solved by our algorithm when the density relation (1) is true. If 
machines are uniform but not identical, their speeds have to be bounded. Let ui, . . , ok 
be machine speeds sorted in increasing order. The equivalent k-partition is obtained 
from the scheduling problem by setting Nj = (rj/cf= 1Vi) SA. Without loss of generality, 
we put r1 = 1. Thus, minj Nj = S,&F, 1 Ui. Actually, condition (3) imposes some restric- 
tions on {vi} such that an optimal schedule can be realized by the method. 
Remember that only scheduling problems with integer processing times are dis- 
cussed here. Problems with rational times can be transformed to integer times by 
multiplying by their common denominator. This transformation, however, decreases 
the problem’s density. 
Appendix: Solution of subset sum problem 
The algorithm for solving SSP is based on Theorem 3.1. 
Define A * = {S, 1 Bc A}. Using Theorem 3.1 it follows that [L, L+ 1) GA *. If we 
find Bi for each ~E[L, L+l) such that SBi=ir the general problem can be solved by 
subtracting elements of A from the target number N until it ‘lands’ in the solved 
interval [L, L+ I). In order to ensure that elements which will be needed later for 
subtracting are not taken for Bi, the set A is first partitioning into two parts: one for 
building Bi and the other for getting N into the interval [L, L + I). 
Algorithm A. Solving SSP (see [4]) 
(1) Establish a partition of A into two subsets: A’ for building a long segment of 
arithmetic progression and A” to complete the solution. 
(2) Solve the problem for A’ on the interval [l, L+l) by dynamic programming 
algorithm. Stop the process when subsets Bi for all ~E[L, L+ 1) have been achieved. 
(3) Complete the solution by subtracting elements A” from N until any number 
j from the interval [L, L+ 1) is obtained. Let B. be a set of elements which were 
subtracted. Put B = BjuBo. 
The most expensive step of Algorithm A is Step 2. Its time bound (O(/’ log 1)) has 
been improved by Margalit (see [ 111) to O(I log 1). The main points of his observation 
are presented here. 
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Algorithm B. Constructing a long segment of arithmetic progression (Margalit [ll]). 
(1) Let S(A),-{ {u, b} (a, DE/I, a+b=i}, .$A),=IS(A)J. Find set Z={iIs(A)i>m2/41}. 
Find sets S(A), for iE1. 
(2) Choose h = 1 + log I pairs of elements from I. Let the first pair Y:, J-: be the two 
closest elements of 1. Let d, = 1 r: -r:l. The other pairs will be chosen one by one such 
that the difference di between Y; and ri is divisible by di_ 1. 
(3) Represent the long segment of an arithmetic progression mod dI with the use of 
subsets S(A),;, S(A),;, . . , S(A)+, S(A),; taking into account that only disjoint subsets 
S(A), can be used in a representation of each integer. 
(4) Represent all residues mod d, using elements which are not divisible by d,. 
(5) Combine the representations from Steps 3 and 4 to obtain the long segment of 
an arithmetic progression mod 1. 
For more details of these algorithms, see references [4] and [l 11. 
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